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1st Grade – Michelle Good

The major step of my plan began first with giving the following assessments to each of my 
students.  After assessments were given the RTA teacher and I individualized the need of each 
student to help them succeed. These assessments were given several times during the year and 
data was documented.

⎫ Kindergarten, First, and Second Grade high frequency words

⎫ Words Their Way Primary Spelling 

⎫ End of the year Kindergarten assessment

After assessments were given and we had an individual plan for each student, the RTA teacher 
and I began working daily with these students.  Our goal was for students to focus on high 
frequency words in many areas of their daily learning.

Picture 1-High Frequency Words-Each week new words were posted on the wall going out the 
door and these words were added to the word wall.  Students would slap the word as they said it.  

Word Book- Each student kept an Alphabet Book to add their HFW’s and other words they 
wanted to know how to spell.  These notebooks were kept in their tub and they could use them 
during any subject to help them with their spelling and writing. The notebook contained extra 
pages with included, days of the month, days of the week, number words, family members, color 
chart, and blank pages to add extra words.

Picture 2-Students are playing “Fiddle Sticks” HFW game during workshop time. 

Picture 3- Five students in the class knew HFW’s through 3rd grade. To challenge them, these 
students began reading books and taking AR test to increase their comprehension skills.  

Picture 1   Picture 2     Picture 3  

Data showed that each of our students had major success in their growth of learning sight words 
and for some letter recognition.  Using this data also allowed other students to not only be 
challenged with sight word recognition, but to go on to read and work on comprehension skills.

As teachers we all know that we are faced with many challenges throughout each day.  One of 
the biggest challenges was finding ways to incorporate my plan into everyday teaching. 

My ideas for next year are to continue to use sight word recognition as a major part in my 
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teaching.  Sight words are critical to reading not only because they are used so frequently, but 
also because many of them cannot easily be sounded out or illustrated. ... Because they are used 
so often it is important that readers be able to recognize these words.

I found all the resources I used to be very helpful in planning to help each student succeed.  
However, the most helpful resource was my RTA teacher.  I believe without her help and 
dedication to make this plan work my students would not have been as successful.  I believe that 
if each primary teacher had the assistance of an RTA teacher our students would be more 
successful.

Kindergarten – Whitney Larkey

Focus of Plan: Kindergarten (primary) sight word recognition

Major Steps:

• The first step was setting up a new word wall. Previously, my word wall had been basic with just 
the sight words being added under the letter with pre-made cards. This year, however, I made my 
word wall much bigger so that it was easier to see from any location in the classroom. The letters 
were on “star” cards so that they were easy to distinguish from the words, which were on index 
cards. Different colored index cards were used throughout the year to add new words to the word 
wall to help students quickly find the word they were looking for. For example, if they were 
writing and needed to find the word “him”, I could help them by telling them to look for the green 
card under the letter Hh – ideally, it would be the only card of that color (see Picture 1 below). 
On the word wall, we included sight words as we covered them, student names, colors, and 
number words – all of which I include in my sight word assessments (see Picture 2 below). 

• The next step was implementing word study activities in our daily reading workshops. Some 
activities were ones we had previously been using but we also added several new activities. Some 
of these include Crash, Kaboom, relay races, and finding the words in texts. Each activity 
depended on their ability to quickly and accurately read covered sight words. (See attached 
“Workshop Games” document)

• The final step was to begin interactive and shared writing. These are both activities that required a 
great deal of scaffolding throughout the year. We started, and have continued, to use daily writing 
journals to practice writing sight words (see Picture 3 below). I then introduced shared writing to 
my students. One example from our class was our shared writing about our field trip to the 
pumpkin patch ( see Picture 4 below). We decided a sequence of events we wanted to write 
about and decided what we wanted each sentence to say. They then helped me sound out words 
that were not sight words and then told me how to spell sight words, as they knew those 
independently. This then led to interactive writing. We used this in our required student portfolios 
but also in some writing practice in the classroom. One example was when they wrote about their 
morning routine (see Picture 5 below). The students were responsible for sounding out words 
they were able to segment and spell and for writing sight words independently. Support from 
teachers was minimal.

Major Successes:

By the end of the third quarter (early March), roughly 86% of my students could read their sight 



words with at least 80& accuracy, which I consider mastery at this point in the school year. Each 
workshop teacher reported that their students had made significant progress on reading their sight words 
in word study games, with reading decodables fluently, and with writing sentences. I feel that a new and 
improved word wall has been a major asset to my classroom as my instructional assistant and I have both 
observed the students using the word wall without any prompting throughout the school day.

Challenges:

I feel that the major challenge in implementing this plan was when our school went from two 
kindergarten classes down to one due to small class size. When beginning this plan, I had a very small 
class and was able to spend more time working directly with each student. Gathering and preparing 
materials also took minimal amounts of time. When we combined, I then became responsible for 
preparing workshop plans and word study activities for 4 groups on different levels when previously I had 
been preparing plans for 2 groups that were on the same reading level. 

Ideas for Next Year:

Next year, I plan on continuing with writing journals but want to include more writing prompts. I 
also want to take more time for shared writing so that I can provide them with as much modeling as 
possible before leading them into interactive writing. We will keep our revamped word wall and will 
continue to add or change word study activities, as needed.

Helpful Resources:

Other teachers in my building were the most helpful resource. Our Reading Recovery teacher was 
very helpful, especially at the beginning, when my students needed help with letter formation – a crucial 
first step with new writers. Throughout this process, she has allowed me to identify students who I felt 
needed targeted assistance and spent time helping those children while also checking in on the others. I 
also attended a multi-sensory literacy training provided by SESC last summer. Several of the strategies 
and activities I learned during that time made their way into our word study activities for reading 
workshops.

Picture 1: Our classroom word wall (Feb. 2020)



Picture 2: Quarterly sight word assessment – this is a part of our data notebooks (cover image included) 
which we use each quarter to do progress monitoring on skills. Students are responsible for recorded their 
own growth, as seen on the graph. Data Notebook, including sight word assessment sheet, found on 
Simply Kinder on TpT.

Picture 3: Daily writing journals – for the first half of the school year, when writing the sight words in 
their journals as a model, I used a needlepoint sheet under the paper to make the word textured so that 
they could trace and feel with their fingers to aide in letter formation. A picture of the cover of their 
journal is included. A set of primary writing journals was donated to the class – each page has a section 
for drawing and lines for writing.

Picture 4: Shared writing about the class field trip to the pumpkin patch.



Picture 5: Interactive writing about morning routines for our kindergarten

    


